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{Editorial Note.—This Report is of necessity an incomplete one owing
to the circumstances in which it has been prepared and pubhshed.
Mr. Goodchild, called up for military service, was obliged to leave the

site of the excavations prior to the discovery of the oven and before

the work of preservation was complete. A draft report was drawn up

by Mr. Lowther, who is now serving overseas, and this has been hastily

supplemented and prepared for the press by Mr. Goodchild. In these

circumstances the omission of certain details has been inevitable ; but

as the main object of the exca\ation, namely the recovery of the plan

of the Roman temple, is amply illustrated by Mr. Lowther 's plans and

sections, it has seemed desirable to place on record the bare outlines of

the work, rather than to postpone publication to happier times.)

ON
behalf of the Surrey Archaeological Society, who kindly

financed the undertaking, excavations, under the joint

direction of the writers of this report, were carried out during

June and July, 1939, at the Romano-British site at Farley Heath.

Previous excavations at this site have already been discussed

in some detail in the Society's Collections (Vol. XLVI (1938),

pp. 10-25,
"
Martin Tupper and Farley Heath," by R. G. Good-

child), so that it will suffice to state here that the present work

was a sequel to this publication. It was an attempt to settle the

various points with which that article dealt and about which,

providing the site had not been too greatly disturbed in the inter-

vening ninety years since the date of Martin Tupper's excavations,

there was reasonable hope that excavations might still prove capable

of supplying information.

Local interest in the site had been aroused and there was con-

siderable anxiety as to its fate since, in recent years, the haulage
of timber across it had mutilated part of the adjacent earth banks

(which, prior to these excavations, were popularly considered to

be part of the defences of the Roman site), and there was anxiety

regarding the exposed masonry of one of the corners of the Temple,
since it was disintegrating rapidly through the depredations of

treasure-seekers and others.

Before any steps in the direction of preservation could be agreed
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upon, it was clearly advisable to excavate the site to, at least,

a sufficient extent to test the views propounded in the paper
referred to above.

Permission, and every faciUty for this work, was kindly granted

by the Duchess of Northumberland, owner of the site, and the

consent of H.M. Office of Works (Ancient Monuments) was sought
and obtained, as the site is a scheduled one. Miss O. M. Heath

co-operated enthusiastically in the organization of the work in

every direction, and the thanks of all are due to her for a great
amount of work. By organizing the supply of labour and materials

(and by doing much of the catering for those who were helping
in the work) she contributed greatly to its success ; while it was

due entirely to her efforts that funds to pay for the cost of levelling

and marking out the Temple site were raised locally. Very con-

siderable thanks are due also to Mr. Raymond Farrar and Mr.

Gilbert Carruthers for help throughout the excavation and sub-

sequent reinstatement ; also to Mr. Pat Collins and numerous other

helpers, including members of the' Archaeological Societies of both

Cranleigh School and Epsom College.

The aims of the excavation can, briefly, be summarized as

follows :

(i) To recover the plan of the Temple, as far as might be pos-

sible (previous excavators having failed to make accurate plans of

this much-damaged building) and to decide on the most suitable

method of preserving the existing remains.

(2) To confirm the existence of the Enclosure (or
" Temonos ")

wall as shown on Tupper's plan, but for which there existed, in

the bibliography of the site, only the vaguest of records.

(3) To cut sections across the banks of the lo-acre enclosure

{viz. those banks originally held to constitute the defences of the

Roman site) with a view to determining their true nature and (if

possible) their, date.

(4) To obtain any evidence still available as regards both the
"
extent

"
and

"
dating

"
of the Romano-British occupation of the

entire site.

Anticipating the conclusions of this report, it may be stated

that, in spite of many adverse circumstances, these aims were

achieved to a greater extent than had seemed possible at the

outset, and that the main problems outstanding since the excava-

tions of 1848-49 (and the brief excavation by Mr. S. E. Winbolt

in 1926) have now been solved.

At the end of this report is a brief description of the work carried

out with the object of preserving the site of the Temple and marking
out its walls.
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The Temple. (Plan, Plate IV.)

The site of this structure was apparent from the outset of the

work, since the previous excavators had allowed a part of the

rubble masonry of the foundation to remain exposed, and this

occupied the centre of an irregular grass-covered depression amidst

the thick bracken which covers most of Farley Heath. From the

earlier work, it was known that the only surviving masonry was
that of the foundation of the north-east corner of the cella, or

shrine, of the Temple, but there was the possibility that the wall-

robbing might have left behind what are known as
"
ghost-waUs,"

from which the fuU plan of the original structures could be recovered.

This proved to be the case, both with the Temple and its Temenos

wall, except for the southern part of the latter, where the ground
had clearly been trenched beyond the line of the ghost-waU, of

which aU trace had thereby been obliterated.

The initial recorded robbing of the walls {i.e. for the sake of

their materials) was that which took place in 1670, and which is

mentioned in Aubrey's description of the site.^ Since then the

site has been subjected to excavation of varying quality and

intensity on several occasions, but of which only the campaigns
of Martin Tupper (1848-49) and the brief assault by Mr. S. E,

Winbolt (1926) have been recorded in print.

From the report of the latter work {S.A.C., Vol. XXXVII,
Part ii (1927), pp. 180-99) ^^ ^^^^ known that only the north-

east corner of the cella survived, but this work failed to establish

the presence of either an outer, colonnade, wall to the Temple,
or of the polygonal wall recorded on Tupper 's plan, which was

presumably the same as the
"

circle
"

mentioned by Aubrey.
At the commencement of the 1939 excavations, the whole of

the surviving corner of the cella was uncovered (Plate IV), so

as to show the alignment of the walls of the building. It was
then possible to see where trenches would be likely to give the

plan of the building, not only with the least amount of labour,

but in such a way that each trench would be more or less at right-

angles to the wall it was intended to transect, and that (for the

purposes of checking the dimensions) each wall or
"
ghost-wall

"

should have at least two such trenches cut through it at fairly

widely-spaced points {see Plan). As can be seen from this

plan, this work was entirely successful, and not only the four walls

of the cella but those of the enclosing portico, were revealed in

their present
"
ghost-wall

"
condition, viz. as trenches containing

mortar, wall-plaster, tesserae and broken fragments of tile
;

in brief,

*
Aubrey, Vol. IV, pp. 79-81.
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the unwanted debris from the building which was filled back into

the trench as the robbers worked along, removing all tiles and stone

down to the bottom of each foundation. Some of the
"
ghost-

walls
"
were mainly composed of dark earthy sand, particularly in

their upper part, and were more irregular in width. These were

clearly due to Tupper's excavations, and showed where he had

dug along the line of the
"
ghost-walls," removing the upper part

of the mortar-debris filling. Several sections across these
"
ghost-

walls
"

were photographed for record purposes, but the lack of

space and the relatively uninteresting nature of these trenches

makes it necessary to omit reproduction of these photographs.
The plan of the Temple thus revealed will be best seen from the

Plan and from the transverse section across the walls accompanying
(Section K-L, Fig. 2). It will suffice to say that the Temple proved
to be 46 feet 6 inches square, and consisted of a cella 18 feet 6 inches

square internally, surrounded by a corridor 9 feet 3 inches wide.

The cella wall-foundations were apparently wider than those of the

corridor, probably because the cella walls were carried up to the

full height of the building, whereas the outer ones carried a portico
or colonnade. All traces of the floor had disappeared, although
the number of red brick tesserae in the

"
ghost-walls

"
gave a clue

to its nature ; and the soil beneath the floor-level was disturbed

down to the level of the natural sand, thus preventing the possi-

bility of dating the building. It was impossible, also, to determine

the position of the entrance to the Temple, although this was

normally on the east.

The Enclosure or Temenos.

The search for traces of the polygonal wall of the Temple en-

closure was misled in its earliest stages by the inaccurate scale of

Tupper's plan. From the rough measurements given on the plan

(in
"
poles of i6| feet ") it had been estimated that this wall would

have enclosed an area of approximately 400 feet diameter, extending
to the east side of the present road across the Heath. Trenches

dug on this side of the road and at a distance of 200 feet to the

north-west of the Temple failed, however, to locate any traces in

the form either of masonry or of
"
ghost-walls

"
of the Temenos

wall, and provided in fact no occupation material of any
kind.

The first traces of this important feature of the site were located

as a "
ghost-wall

"
less than 10 feet to the north of the Temple. As

the excavation progressed it became clear that this
"
ghost-wall

"

represented the
"
inner

"
wall shown on Tupper's plan, and the

"
outer

"
or main wall was located as a

"
ghost-wall

"
some 60 feet
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to the north of the Temple. The trench of the inner wall contained

the tile and mortar debris left behind by the 1670 stone-robbers,

whereas the trench of the outer wall had been filled up with loose

earth and sand with a small mortar content, and appeared to have

been not only robbed in 1670 but re-excavated in 1848-49. Both

walls were followed eastward to their junction close to the road,

FIG. I. SITE PLAN.
'

p. 36.

but westward they petered out in an area which had been deeply
disturbed by digging for ironstone. Attempts were then made
to trace the Enclosure wall on the south, but the whole area had

evidently been deeply dug over, either in search of ironstone, or
—more probably

—in search of treasure ; the only positive result

of the trenches to the south of the Temple was the determination

of the western, southern, and eastern hmits of the deep disturb-
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ance, which gave a clue to the extent of the Temenos in this

direction.

The most surprising feature of the hne of the Temenos wall, as

discovered, was the extent to which it conformed to Tupper's plan,

particularly as regards its relationship to the Temple. It was in

the scale of his plan that Tupper erred, and in his attempt to co-

ordinate the Temenos with the outer banks. The units in which

Tupper measured the sides of the polygonal wall were lengths of

10 feet, but his draughtsman seems to have misinterpreted these

as poles of 16^ feet, and consequently superimposed a Plan of the

Temple and Temenos (to a scale of about 80 feet to the inch) on
a plan of the road and earthworks drawn to a scale of about

130 feet to the inch. It is this error, which excavation has revealed,

that led one of the writers to estimate the diameter of the Temenos
as 400 feet instead of its real diameter of 240 feet. {See plan. Fig. i,

in S.A.C., Vol. XLVI (1938), p. 15.)

The real extent and position of the Temple and Temenos can

be seen on the revised site plan (Fig. i), on which the approximate
lines of the lost southern half of the enclosure wall are indicated

by interrupted lines : this part of the enclosure wall is irretrievably

lost, but a co-ordination of Tupper's plan with what was found

in 1939 (Plan 2) enables us to estimate its line with a fair degree
of accuracy.

It will be seen that the whole Temple precinct occupies barely

one-quarter of the lo-acre enclosure, and the absence of occupation
material in most of the trenches dug outside the Temenos {vide

ante, p. 34) confirms Tupper's indication (on his plan) that most

of his
"
finds

"
were made within and around the enclosure walls.

The remaining area of the lo-acre enclosure (though not trenched

in 1939) shows no external signs of containing anything of interest,

and appears to be well outside the main area of settlement. It

is not until we reach the area between New Field and Jelley's

Copse, outside the area of the lo-acre enclosure, that we meet

further evidence of Romano-British occupation.

The lo-acre Enclosure.

In an attempt to ascertain the date and purpose of the banks

which enclose this area on three sides, one section (A-B) was dug
across the single south bank, and two sections (C-D and E-F)
across the double west banks. In none of these sections was

evidence of date discovered, but the profiles of the banks and

ditches {see Fig. 2) make it necessary to revise the previously

accepted interpretation of these banks as defences.

The banks are to-day in a greatly eroded state, and much of
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their soil has spilled into the ditches ; though the original height

of the bank is difficult to judge, the bottoms of the ditches are

still preserved in the sandy subsoil, and the most noticeable feature

is their relative shallowness which can hardly have been more than

3 feet, at the most. They are not the sort of ditches which are

usually associated with defensive works, either on purely military

sites, or on defended civilian settlements. They appear more as

simple
"
laying-out

"
ditches dug to mark the line of intended

banks ;
and their diggers can hardly have expected them to stay

open, without revetment, in the loose sandy soil of the heath.

Especially interesting is the combined section (C-D and E-F)
across the so-called west

"
valla and fosse." It will be seen that

there is no deep ditch between the two banks, but simply the two

smaU "
laying-out

"
ditches of each bank. Between them, the

undisturbed subsoil rises as high as in other parts of the Heath,

and it would appear that the twin banks were simply intended to

enclose areas on the east and west of a narrow strip which may
have been a trackway or footpath.

Reference to the site plan (Fig. i) wiU show that in addition

to the banks on the three sides of the lo-acre enclosure, there is

a fourth bank on the east side of the road across the Heath. This

bank, though not trenched in 1939, is similar in appearance to the

better-known ones, with which it is almost certainly contempor-
aneous. It has escaped attention, mainly because it does not in

any way fit in with the long-accepted notion of a rectangular
earthwork around the Temple.

Though the evidence from the 1939 sections is not as complete
as one would have liked, there no longer seems adequate reason

for attributing any remote antiquity to these slight and ineffective

banks. They bear no obvious relationship to the known Roman
remains on the Heath, they have no defensive qualities, and they

may well be the remains of mediaeval enclosure work. The western

banks possibly preserve the line of an old forgotten trackway, and
this may provide a clue in tracing the line of the Roman road

from Rowhook {see S.A.C., Vol. XLVI (1938), p. 17), but as a

scheduled Ancient Monument, the banks appear to be masquerading
under false colours, and no undue anxiety need be felt about their

future.

The
' ' New Field

' '

Excavations.

Towards the completion of the work on the Temple area, Mr.

Barber, the owner of an adjoining piece of woodland, part of which
has recently been taken into cultivation and is known as

" New
Field," reported that pottery and what appeared to be built stone-

S.A.C. VOL. XLVIII F
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work were showing in a part of this ground which he was then

digging. The position of this site (Fig. i) is only 130 yards to

the south-west of the Temenos, and it forms an extension to a potato

patch, first dug in 1926, when a certain amount of late Roman

(3rd-4th century) coarse ware was found.

FIG. 3.^
—LATE FOURTH-CENTURY POTTERY FOUND

IN OVEN,
" NEW FIELD."

Only a limited amount of labour and time was available for the

investigation of this site, the main result of which was the un-

covering of a small but well-preserved oven (Plate IV), in which

were found some examples of late 4th-century pottery (Fig. 3).

Slightly to the east of this oven, some traces of a potter's kiln

were also found, but this kiln had been destroyed at some uncertain

period, and its arrangements could not be recovered.



PLATE IV

THK TKMPLK. FOUNDATION MASONRY OF CELLA, NE. CORNER.

PP- 33. 38.

new fiicld. the oven, as excavate0.

T'aki.ey Heath Excavations, 1939.

J'liolnfirnftlif; hy Dniinvaii !'. 11. Jinx.

[Facing p. 38
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It is interesting to note that the potter's kiln found by Tupper
in 1848 was also on the west side of the double bank {see plan.

Fig. I
;
but the kiln may have been a little farther to south), and

this area may have been entirely devoted to industrial work.

Preservation of the Temple Site.

The surviving corner of the Temple cella foundation proved too

fragmentary to be left exposed : it had already suffered badly
from attempts by misguided treasure-seekers to see what lay
beneath it, and further exposure would only have resulted in its

complete disappearance. It was therefore decided to make photo-

graphic records and then cover it over. At this stage Miss O. M,

Heath, of Albury, expressed the strong local desire that something
should be left to show what had formerly existed on the site, and
undertook to raise sufficient funds to defray the cost of marking
out the lines of the temple walls in modern materials. Thanks to

the generosity of local residents, it was possible to employ further

labour to level the site, and mark out the plan of the cella and

surrounding portico with concrete strips, capped with stones which
had been found in the

"
ghost-walls

"
during the course of the

excavation.

Thus it was possible, not only to leave on Farley Heath the

visible ground-plan of its vanished Temple, but at the same time

to ensure that the surviving fragment of original Roman masonry
will escape further mutilation by misguided visitors, the super-
incumbent modern concrete acting as a strong deterrent. Owing
to the outbreak of war it was not possible to turf the site, as had
been originally intended, but this can well be left until after the

war, the intervening period allowing an opportunity of exterminat-

ing any bracken or nettles which may have survived the assault

of the 1939 excavators.

General Conclusions.

The aims of the excavation have already been stated, and how
far they were attained can be assessed by the preceding pages.
One thing is now certain—that the Temple with its Temenos area

is now an exhausted site. The discovery during the 1939 excava-

tions that the greater part of the Temenos enclosure had been

trenched down to the subsoil throughout its area sliould serve to

deter the most optimistic archaeologist from attempting further

work on the site. The fact that Mr. S. E. Winbolt, in 1926, was
fortunate enough to discover a pit containing coins and pottery
shows that Tupper's labourers may not always have dug down
to the subsoil ; but though there may be other pits, the chances
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of locating them are remote, and not sufficient to justify the

expenditure of time and labour.

Yet the archaeological potentialities of the Heath as a whole are

far from exhausted, as the discoveries in New Field have shown.

Further excavation in the area immediately to the west of the

double bank may well bring to light more evidence of the 4th-

century settlement around the Temple, and the discovery of further

kilns with associated pottery would be of value not only to the

archaeology of Surrey, but to Romano-British studies as a whole.

One final word : we still do not know at what period the Romano-

Celtic cult started on Farley Heath or the identity of its deity.

Though the Temple itself can no longer answer our questions, there

may still be some piece of evidence awaiting discovery in the sur-

rounding heathland—evidence which would enable us to fill in the

gaps in this interesting page of Surrey's history.




